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It has been said that “You are not what you have learned, but what you overcome.” 

I have overcome my share of obstacles in order to architect the life of my dreams and uncover the key to lasting, meaningful success. 

Growing up in Queens (literally on the wrong side of the tracks), my early years were tumultuous, marked by hardship and violence. With home being a less-

than-idyllic place, I clung to work and education as my ticket out of the bedroom I shared with three brothers, and the low-income reality of the life my 

parents couldn’t seem to escape. 

The minute I was old enough, I threw myself into any job I could get my hands on, from washing cars at filling stations, to washing hair in salons. In 

hindsight, the high-end neighborhood across the tracks (home to the doctors and lawyers) likely played an unconscious role in my decision to attend school 

to be a chiropractor. 

Post high school graduation, I moved to Atlanta to complete my training and never looked back. Over the next decade I built a successful chiropractic 

practice, welcomed my first child, experienced the heartbreak of a challenging divorce, found healing and redemption when I met and married my wife, and 

read a book that changed my life and uncovered for me the world of lifestyle-entrepreneurship. 

That book was The 4-Hour Workweek by Tim Ferris. Having spent my entire life thus far in relentless hustle mode, I was ready for the PLAY HARD side of 

the hard work coin. My wife and I wanted to escape the grind and travel the world, so we did. In 2006 we launched our travel/lifestyle Blog ‘Jetset Life’ and 

my all or nothing tendencies showed up for the party. 

Predictably, poppin’ bottles on yachts grew old and I became aware that once again my life was out of balance and I felt disconnected and unfulfilled. THIS 

was the pivotal moment I decided to apply myself to mastering the counter-balance between the science of achievement and the art of fulfillment. 

From THIS, the Work Hard, Play Hard podcast is born. 





LONG FORM INTERVIEWS 

Each week I talk to the best minds on the planet about balancing the Art of 

Fulfillment with the Science of Achievement. 

  He digs deep with high-level entrepreneurs to uncover what it takes to 

create the dream business and the dream life. His goal is to reverse engineer 

not just their success, but also if and how they balance it all to find the 

ultimate gift of fulfillment.

FRIDATE with the WIFEY 

Rob and Kim aren’t your typical 

couple. They’ve lived, worked and 

played together for over a decade. 

They’re raising a blended family, are 

obsessed with personal growth and 

haven’t killed each other yet. Join 

them each week for a candid episode 

into their life for the strategies that 

have worked, and the ones that have 

not.

ROB’S Mini-sode 

Rob is a life long student, deep 

thinker and action taker. He can 

systemize anything. Join him for 

these mini-memos for a tip or 

thought of the week. He’ll be sharing 

important, actionable tips and 

strategies that he’s learned from the 

world’s most influential minds in 

business, health and life.
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For 6 and 7 Figure Entrepreneurs Who Want to 10X Their Lives 

Through Play, Tribe & Amazing Experiences  

Structured Play. Rapid Growth. Unprecedented Tribe.

SOCIAL MEDIA REACH



SOCIAL MEDIA REACH

IG + FB 

10K 

YOU TUBE 

2.7 MILLION VIEWS 

DOWNLOADS 

100K

@ROBMURGATROYD @JetSetLifeVideos Work Hard Play Hard 

Podcast



ROB’S LIFE IN PHOTOS



CONTACT 
______________________________ 

For all speaking, podcast or press inquiries, 
please email: 

workhardplayhardpodcastsocials@gmail.com 
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